Abstaact-Mercier's localized perturbation criterion near the magnetic axis is examhied for a particular type of toroidal configuration of non-planar magnetic axis of variable curvature and torsion with non-circular (elliptically and triangularly deformed) plasma cross section for the 'resonance case'. As an application, a numerical calculation is carried out for a class of equilibria that belongs to the above configuration with constant torsion. The result of this numerical calculation indicates that in the absence of longitudinal current, it is possible to have a domain of stability in a system with a horizontally elliptical (and triangular) deformation with an ellipticity corresponding to ( a = 2b) i.e. the minor axis is twice the major axis. In the presence of a longitudinal current, a domain of stability is also possible and it depends on the direction of the current. In addition it is shown that horizontally elliptical and triangular deformations are favourable for stability.
SEVERAL authors (MERCER, 1962; B~NEAU, 1962; GREENE and JOHNSON, 1962; SOLOV'EV, 1968) have obtained the criteria of stability for localized perturbations in toroidal traps using different methods. MIKHALOVSKII (1973) showed that Mercier's general geometrical criterion (MERCER, 1962 ) is necessary and sufficient for the stability of a plasma against a particular class of local perturbations. For all other local perturbations, Mercier's criterion does not hold. MERCER (1964) developed his criterion near the magnetic axis and showed that for a circular plasma cross section, (magnetic surfaces near the magnetic axis can only be circular Oi elliptic) there is no domain of stability in the absence of a longitudinal tained the necessary and sufiicient criterion near the magnetic axis-referred to as ( h l m -~~~~o v s m , 1973)-the necessary criterion for the local stability-and showed that stability is indeed possible in the absence of a longitudinal current in a plasma with an elliptical cross section. Luc et al. (1974) expressed Mercier's criterion near the magnetic axis for the resonance case and studied the possibility of the existence of a stable domain in the absence of a longitudinal current in an elliptical plasma with a non-planar magnetic axis.
In the present paper we ana!yse Mercier's critsrkm ea the CC=--,!ZIXZ magnetic axis and study the resonance case for a class of toroidal plasma already studied by RZK and KAMMASH (i975-hereafter referred to as I). The case of interest corresponds to a non-circular (elliptically and triailgularly defowed) plasma cross section through which a weak longitudinal current with flat radial profile flows parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic axis. Of special interest also is the case with no longitudinal current.
In order to write an explicit expression for Mercier's general geometric criterion for stability we follow the procedure outlined in I and introduce the ellipticity -1 5 E,,, 5 1 of the non-circular plasma cross section near the magnetic axis; the ratio js0/2Bs0 of the longitudinal current density to the magnetic field in the same region; the function Po' = dP/d$ which is the derivative near the magnetic axis of the pressure P with respect to the poloidal flux function 9; the functions F, 5 which give the corrections to the elliptical form of the magnetic (70) of (~R C I E R , 1964) for the class of equilibria described by q(s)( = tanh-I E,(s)), jso and B,, being constants, is (--p:) 
where
is the turning angle of the minor axis of the ellipse relative to the principal normal to the magnetic axis, E, = -&,kr; k, = k,--.
The parameter 27r ~,=(2?;a/L) is the inverse of the aspect ratio, and a is the characteristic dimension of the plasma cross section.
In the above expressions p r h e means the derivative with respect to s. The function Po' is given by equation ( is the rotational transform near the magnetic axis. As may be seen (Luc et al., 1974) , there are singularities in the function Z(s) when the rotational transform lcO/27r near the magnetic axis has an integer value namely LK/27r = I,, + E with 1 E 1 << 1. The interesting case is that oi the resonance given by LK/27r = = 0 at which the coefficient Ab becomes dominant. For this case, we cau neglect all terms If 0 and using LK/2r<< 1 we get
The integrals in (1) and (4) are given by formulae (15) in (I). Substituting from (4) and the integrals in (I) into (1) consistent with LK/27r<< 1, we can write the final form of this criterion as where It is clear that in the case Em = 0, the pressure dependent term in the stability criterion dropout i.e. the critical value of , f 3 (the ratio 9f the kinetic to magnetic pressure) for stability appears only in the case of highly elliptical cross section. It is convenient to express this criterion in terms of the purely geometric part, V,", (the vacuum magnetic wel! function) of the function V"= d'V/d@ near the non-planar magnetic axis, where V is the volume bounded by magnetic surface F = constant, and 4 is the longitudinal magnetic fiux function. This qaantity characterizes the curvature of a magnetic well when V"<O or a magnetic hill when V"> 0. By introducing the expression for V," near the magnetic axis for the resonance case (which is given by formula (16) in (I)) into (5). we obtain Mercier's criterion in terms of the vacuum magnetic well function V; . It is e L -1 k (6) Where the parameters al and a3 are related to the parameter T by the relation (12) in (I). The two forms of the stability criterion given by ( 5 ) and (6) can respectively be written for the case of axisymmetric Tokamak by setting L = 27rR,
The MMD equilibrium problem for non-circular (elliptically and triangularly deformed) plasma in magnetic toroidal configuration with non-planar magnetic axis with variable torsion and curvature has been solved in (I) for weak current with flat profile flowing in both the forward and backward directions. This equilibrium solution in an (x, y) coordinate system is written as: where X = xia, Y = yla and Fo, v, yl, y2 are constants that are given in details in (I). E, is the appropriate distortion factor, -1 5 E 5 1 is the ellipticity parameter of the (boundary) magnetic surface. To obtain the above result, it was assumed that P(F)=O, F=O on the toroidal surface of the triangularly deformed cross section given by F, = 0. Also, we have assumed that sk( = aAk,! -
.so -E, -E << 1, the so-called 'thin-tube' approximation. The limiting value of p for equilibrium (corresponding to the appearance of a new magnetic axis) has also been derived. We now apply the stability condition given by (5) to this equilibrium by substituting from (38)- (40), (43) and (44) In order to carry out numerical calculations for this criterion one needs first to calculate the Fourier components that represent the relative curvature. Unfortunately, it is not easy to find a non-planar closed curve with variable curvatme, 2nd torsion. Attempts have been made by Luc et al. (1974) ; and RZK 2nd KAMMASH (1975) successfully in calculating a closed curve of variable curvature but with constant torsion. For our purposes here we find it sufficiently adequate to consider a closed, non-planar magnetic axis of variable curvature and constant torsion characterized by (L/27rT) = 2.84549 and a resonance index of kG = 3. We 0.1526 and Ab = 0.36413. The properties of this curve have Seen detailed in (I) where it was shown (for non-circular cross sections) that the principal normal to the magnetic axis rotates ko times around its axis but in the opposite direction to that of the external magnetic surfaces. For circular cross sections silch rotation is not very important since the magnetic surfaces are approximately concentric circles. With the above values we calculate the criterion for a31 possible shapes of the plasma cross section (circular, elliptic and triangularly deformed) in this class of equilibria i.e. with different values of E and E,. We choose the inverse aspect ratio to be .so = 0.1. Figures 1 and 2 show plots of l/qo versus the limiting values of P for the equilibrium calculated from equation (50) in (I). These are shown by the solid curves while those for stability as calculated from (10) We observe for equilibrium that the influence of triangular deformation on the limiting value of is weak and can be neglected; and that a vertically elongated elliptic p!as;;ns CTOSS section is preferable for equiiibrium. Also we note that in the abseiice sf a iongitudinai current, equiiibrium does not exist for high values of p at which a new magnetic axis is supposed to appear. It does, however, exist for low values of p (in the range 0-1.4X lo-' for E = -0.99; and 0-7.05 X lo-' for
We turn now to consideration of the regions of stability for localized perturbations. The intersection of curves lhiting the domain of equilibrium (as Y approaches 1) and stability gives the limiting value of 0 for each magnetic surface.
The domains of stability are larger when the sign of E, is the same as that of E.
In the absence of a longitudinal current, l/qo = 0 we see from Figs 1-3 that there is a small domain of stability for a horizontally elliptic cross section beginning only with an ellipticity of E = -0.6. This corresponds to a = 2 b at which pPm, drops to about one third of its value for a circular cross section. The relative change in the average diffusion velocity A VD/ V, = (( VD)/ V, -1) given in (I) increases by a factor of 2.5 of its value for circular cross section. This domain E = 0.99).
FIG. 2
Toroidal MHD stability in complex magnetic configurations ..-Domains of equilibrium and localized stability for plasmz cross triangular deformation.
section 975 With increases with decreasing ellipticity. For triangular deformations a domain of stability appears only at a horizontal deformation corresponding to E = -0.6 and E, = -0.1 and this domain increases with decreasing ellipticity also. We notice thzt the domain of stability with a horizontally triangular deformation is larger than that in the case of a horizontally elliptic cross section.
In the presence of a longitudinal current it is clear from Figs 1 and 2 that the domains of stability depend on the directions of the current (i.e. the sign of l/qo).
We note that there is absolutely no domain for equilibrium or stability for the resonance case, l/q, = -k, = -0.1545 at which Go = 0 and p = 0. In the region -k, < l/qo<O there is a weak stabilization current with horizontdy elliptic and triangular cross sections for which E = -0.6, and E = -0.6 with E, = -0.1 respectively. In the case of a current flowing ir, the forward direction (l/qo > -k) there is no domain of stability for circular ( E , = 0, E = 0), vertically elliptical ( E , = 0, E > 0) or vertically triangular ( E , > 0, E > 0) deformations. There exists however a small domain of stability that increases with decreasing ellipticity for horizontally elliptical ( E , = 0, E < 0) cross sections. This domain is smaller than the corresponding case of the horizontally deformed triangnlar cross section. In the case of In conclusion, we note that for this type of toroidal plasma configuration with non-planar magnetic axis of variable curvature and a constant torsion of L/27rT> 0, in a vacuum magnetic well, equilibrium is possible in the absence of a longitudinal current at low values of 0. The effect of triangular deformation on the limiting value of 6 for equilibrium is weak and can be neglected. We also observe that a vertically elongated elliptical plasma cross section is favorable for equilibrium. Stability is indeed possible in the absence of longitudinal currents for only horizontally elliptical and triangular deformations with e!!ipticity corresponding to a = 2b at low 0. Moreover, it should be noted that a longitudinal current in the forward direction may be allowed to flow in horizontally elliptically or triangularly deformed cross sections without jeopardizing equilibrium or stability. In such systems most of the stabilization occurs when the current flows in the backward direction. Finally, the localized stability criterion indicates that horizontally elliptical. and triangular deformations are preferable both in the presence and absence of a Iongitlidinal current.
